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FOREWORD

This is Scripps Institution of Oceanography Reference Report No. 63-14

prepared as the Final Report under Air Force Contract AF 33(657)-7739.

It describes the results of a field experiment conducted with the

Visibility Laboratory's instrumented trailer at Wright-Patterson Air

Force Base, Ohio, during August and September 1962. The experiments

were conducted under the technical supervision of S. Q. Duntley, J. I.

Gordon, A. R. Boileau, R. W. Austin, and R. W. Johnson. A field party,

including A. R. Boileau, R. W. Johnson, S. Lindroth, and K. W. McMaster

placed the photometric apparatus in operation after the trailer had been

transported by the Air Force to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.

S. Lindroth operated the apparatus throughout the data-taking period

with the assistance of Master Sargent Edward Hart and Airmen Michael

Murray and John Myers attached to the Reconnaissance Laboratory, ASD.

Photometric calibrations were performed by R. W. Johnson who visited

the experimental site from time to time throughout the course of the

work. Data reduction was under the direction of J. I. Gordon assisted

by P. E. Church, R. M. Kraft, D. M. Reach, A. L. Shaules, and J. W.

Wasserboehr. The report was written by S. Q. Duntley.



ABSTRACT

Vertical ground-to-epace beam transmittance, path radiance, and

contrast transmittance for green light was measured from a ground

station at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, on ten occasions during

August and Sqptember 1962. On each occasion a Reconnaissance Laboratory

photographic airplane photographed a pattern of white, grey, and black

targets on the ground adjacent to the Visibility Laboratory equipment.

The targets were radiometrically monitored by Cornell Aeronautical

Laboratory in such a manner that target-to-aircraft beam transmittance,

path radiance, and contrast transmittance could be obtained from the

aerial photographs. The intended purpose of this joint experiment is

a comparison of the target-to-space data predicted by the ground-based

instruments with the ground-to-aircraft photographic data. The ground-

based data are presented in this report, but comparison with the aerial

data must await the completion of data reduction from the aerial

photographs by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory.

30 January 1963
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GROUND-BASED MEASUREMENTS OF EARTH-TO-SPACE BEAM TRANSMITTANCE,

PATH RADIANCE, AND CONTRAST TRANSMITTANCE

1. INTRODUCTION

The apparent contrast of objects on the surface of the earth as seen

by astronauts or by satellite-borne cameras can be measured only from

outside the atmosphere, although data obtained from very high altitude

aircraft often provide a close approximation. No means have been

available, however, for ascertaining this type of information through the

use of ground-based instrumentation, but the possibility of an indirect

method for achieving that capability has recently resulted from a study

of satellite technology in progress at the Visibility Laboratory under

a U. S. Navy Contract (NObs-84075).

A full account of the theory and the experimental data which under-

lie the proposed new method are presented in a report which was issued

during January 1963 under Contract NObs-84075; that document, identified

as Scripps Institution of Oceanography Reference No. 63-2, is appended to

this report as an Appendix. Attempts on the part of the Visibility

Laboratory to test the new method by means of data from high altitude

balloons and from instrumented rockets were frustrated by weather and

by malfunction of the rocket equipment. An account of these fruitless

attempts is given on pages 8 and 9 of the Appendix.

An apparently successful series of tests was made, however, under

Contract AF 33(657)-7739 with the Reconnaissance Laboratory of the



Aeronautical Systems Division of the U. S. Air Force during the summer

of 1962; the results are presented in this, the Final Report under

Contract AF 33(657)-7739. Advantage was taken of an ongoing Reconnais-

sance Laboratory project under which an Air Force photographic airplane

made routine high altitude photographs of black, grey, and white panels

situated on the athletic field near the Reconnaissance Laboratory at

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. Under an Air Force contract with

the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., photographic and photo-

electric monitoring was provided at the panels during the flights so

that measurements of beam transmittance, path radiance, and various

forms of contrast transmittance from ground to air might be obtained

from the aerial photographs.

The Air Force transported the Visibility Laboratoryl s instrumented

trailer van to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base where it was placed along-

side the target panels and manned jointly by Visibility Laboratory and

Air Force personnel throughout a series of 11 flights during the period

16 August 1962 through 12 September 1962. Photoelectric measurements

of solar transmittance, sky radiance, and ground irradiance were made

simultaneously with the high altitude passes of the photographic

airplane. This was accomplished in terms of green light selected by

a combination of filters which matched the spectral sensitivity of

the photoelectric photometers to that of a film-filter combination

specified by the Reconnaissance Laboratory as that used in the aerial

cameras. Reduction of the photoelectric data was carried out at the

Visibility Laboratory. The results are presented in tabular form

in this report.
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Terrain reflectance measurements made photographically from the

airplane at the time of the flights have been furnished by Cornell

Aeronautical Laboratory. These values of reflectance have been combined

with ground irradiance data to provide values of terrain radiance which,

in combination with the beam transmittance and path radiance for the

downward vertical paths of sight from ground to space, enabled values

of ground-to-space contrast transmittance for objects seen against

this background to be calculated. Predicted contrast transmittance

values for a black background and a white background are also tabulated.

Comparison of the separate values of ground-to-space beam trans-

mittance and path radiance as predicted from the ground-based measure-

ments with measured values of ground-to-aircraft beam transmittance

and path radiance obtained by means of aerial photography has not been

possible because reduction of the photographic data for the flights has

not yet been completed by the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory,

2, THEORY

The theory which underlies the experiments described in this report

was developed previously under U. S. Navy Contract NObs-84075; its

derivation is fully described in a N1bs-84075 report (SIO Ref. 63-2),

copies of which are incorporated in this report as an Appendix. This

Appendix provides a detailed description of the notation used by the

Visibility Laboratory and a full discussion of the concepts which under-

lie each of the quantities which appear in the equations. In view of
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the completeness of the Appendix, it will suffice to repeat in this

section only those equations around which the experiments were

designed. Definitions of the symbols employed in these equations are

given despite the fact that they are also defined in the Appendix.

Altitude Designations

The ground targets and the Visibility Laboratory instrumentation

at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base were located at an altitude of

750 feet above sea level. Target altitude is denoted in the follow-

ing equations by the symbol zt; thus zt = 750 feet. The downward

inclined path of sight begins at the target and extends upward to an

observer who is assumed to be at some orbital altitude outside the

atmosphere of the earth. The exact altitude of such an observer does

not affect the apparent contrast, the path radiance, or the beam

* *transmittance of the path of sight since, in all cases, the observer

is beyond the atmosphere; the symbol oo is used throughout the follow-

ing equations to denote this fact.

Contrast Transmittance

Equation (2) from page 3 of the Appendix can be written

c• o ,9,) b bN0(zt,Q,) T~co,G) b T oo (ooQ,0) (1)

Co(zt ) (Zt,9,) T c01,Q) + N074oo,@, )•(
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where:

COoo,P,$) represents the apparent contrast of the target as

seen from outside the atmosphere along a downward

inclined path* of sight having zenith angle Q and

azimuth angle •,

C0 (zt,P,0) represents the inherent contrast of the target

located at terrain elevation zt along a downward

inclined path of sight having zenith angle 9 and

azimuth angle 0,

bNo(zt,G,0) is the inherent radiance of the background against

which the target is viewed along the downward path

of sight Q,0,

N0oo,.Q0) is the path radiance of the downward inclined path

of sight 9,0 from the target to any altitude outside

the atmosphere (oo); it is partially dependent upon

the surround of the target and background complex,

TýoDg) is the beam transmittance for the downward inclined

path of sight 9,0 from the target to any altitude

outside the atmosphere (co) ,

*The post-subscript refers to the path length from target to observer;
the first modifier enclosed by parentheses specifies the altitude of
the observer. Thus, C01250(2,000,n) denotes the apparent contrast of
a target located 1,250 f;eet directly beneath an observer at an altitude
of 2,000 feet; since azimuth (%) is indeterminant for a vertical path
of might, it is omitted. If the same target were viewed from 2,000
feet along a path of eight inclined downward at a zenith angle of
1350 in a direction at right angles to the plane of the sun, the path
length would be 1,250\12= 1,770 feet and the apparent contrast would be
written Cl 770(2,000,135,90); the corresponding inherent contrast is
written C o750,135,90).
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b74ODGV) is the (universal) contrast transmittance for the

downward inclined path of sight 9,ý from the

target to any altitude outside the atmosphere (m).

The right-hand member of Eq. (1) is called the (universal) contrast

transmittance because it specifies the contrast reducing property

of the atmosphere from ground to space along the downward inclined path

of sight GV for any target which may be presented against the back-

ground. 71his universal property of the contrast transmittance is a

result of the definitions which have been adopted for inherent and

apparent contrast. In Eq. (1), inherent and apparent contrast are

defined by Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively, as follows:

CýCO•@,O) = tN°ooQ9,) - bNoo (°o°G) (2)

C~ co~ 0b t c c ' b ,Gg (2

and

C0(zt,-,A - tN,(z t'G') - bNo (Zt,9) (3)
b N (zY90

where

tN(oo,G,O) and bN•oo,@,O) are the apparent radiance

of the target and its background, respectively,

as viewed from any point outside the atmosphere

(oo) along the downward inclined path of

sight G '
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and

tNo0 (zt,G,$) and bNo(zt,P,$) are the inherent radiance of the

target and its background, respectively, as

viewed from zero distance along the downward

inclined path of sight G,$.

The inherent radiance of the target and the inherent radiance

of the background for the downward inclined path of sight Q,O can

either be measured directly at ground level by means of a telephotometer

or they can be calculated by forming the product of irradiance and

reflectance and dividing it by n. If the latter course is adopted, care

should be exercised in obtaining appropriate values of reflectance

because no known surface obeys "Lambert's Law of Reflection" completely

and the directional reflective properties of man-made and natural

objects are interwoven with the geometr7 and distribution of natural

lighting in so complicated a manner that gross errors may result unless

a reflectance applicable to the particular path of sight and the

particular phase of natural lighting involved is accurately known. This

is tantamount to the statement that only directly measured inherent

radiance values in the direction of the path of eight are valid inputs

to Eqs. (1) and (3). Fortunately, convenient portable telephotometers

in both visual and photoelectric models are commercially available so

that the direct measurement of the inherent radiance properties of

target and background for the path of sight of interest can be measured

readily.
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Beam Transmittance

The beam transmittance for the path of sight depends upon the

zenith angle 9 but not upon the azimuth angle $ except in unusual

circumstances when gross horizontal non-uniformities exist in an

asymmetric manner with respect to the location of the target. In

such an instance, which fortunately is rare, little can be done to

obtain a valid value for the beam transmittance. Ordinarily,

however, the beam transmittance called for by Eq. (1) can be

measured quite simply by means of a solar transmissometero One

such instrument is described and pictured in the Appendix. (See

Appendix, Fig. 1.) This was the instrument used during the

experiments to be described in this report.

Path Radiance

The path radiance called for by Eq. (1) can be determined for

downward inclined paths of sight by a specially instrumented

aircraft but it cannot be measured directly from the ground. An

indirect method for obtaining this value from ground-based

measurements is described, however, in the Appendix. Equation (9)

on page 7 of the Appendix (SI0 Ref. Report No. 63-2) may be

written as follows:

00o,9,0)' = N * (z t,9101) [ - T o-8Q)j
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where

N*(ooQ,$) is the path radiance of the downward inclined

path of sight Q,$ from the target to any

altitude outside the atmosphere (c) ,

zt,91,0t) is the path radiance (i.e., the radiance of the

sky as seen from the target) of an upward

inclined path of sight G',0' which has the

same angle from the sun as does the downward

inclined path of sight 9,0,

T~oo,Q) is the beam transmittance of the downward

inclined path of sight Go from the target to

any altitude outside the atmosphere (oo),

and

Tozt,G') is the beam transmittance of the path 91t$1

from space to target.

Data from the solar transmissometer, after air mass correction,

provide the two values of beam transmittance required by Eq. (4).

The radiance of the sky as seen from the target along the

upward inclined path of sight G',$I can easily be measured by means of

a telephotometer stationed at the target. It should be noted that

ordinarily there are a number of skyward directions for which the

path of sight has the same angle from the sun as does the downward

inclined path of sight from ground to space. 4f&ta for any of these

path$ may be used in Eq. (4) and should produce the same value of
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N* oo,G,). Ordinarily the calculation is made for several such accept-

able upward inclined paths as an insurance against an unrecognized

abnormality (e~g., an unnoticed wisp of cloud) in one of the selected

directions.

If the sky contains scattered or broken clouds the measurement of

sky radiance must be made in the clear portions of the sky only. If

no appropriate clear region of the sky can be found, the method cannot

be used. Such a condition prevailed during the flight of the photo-

graphic aircraft on 16 August 1962 so that no path radiance values could

be found for that occasion. On all of the ten flights which followed,

however, cloud interference did not prevent path radiance values from

being obtained. Experience with the technique described by this report

has not yet been sufficient to estimate the probability of occurrence

of conditions when cloud interference prohibits the method from being

applied on occasions when the cloud cover is sufficiently broken to

permit observations from space along nearly vertical paths of sight

to be made at reasonably frequent intervals.

Measurements from Ground Stations

In summary, a solar transmissometer and an appropriate telephotom-

eter can be used at the ground to measure all of the transmittance and

radiance values called for by Eqs. (1) and (4). In so doing the

telephotometer is used to measure the inherent radiance of the background

as viewed along the downward inclined path of sight 9,0 and to measure

the radiance of the sky in one or more selected upward inclined paths

- 10 -



of sight 91,01. Insertion of these measured values in Eqs. (4) and

(1) enable the contrast transmittance applicable to any target to be

calculated. For convenience Eqs. (1) and (4) have been combined and

the result written

bNo(ZtQOO) T (co,Q)()
b 0 cGO 1,- ) 0

bNo(zt,V,%) T(oo,Q) + * (zt,'9,•) Tz'

It will be noted that the form of the right-hand member of

Eq. (5) is such that if the same telephotometer is used for the

measurement of the inherent radiance of the background and the

radiance of the sky, any error in absolute calibration of this

instrument will have no effect on the magnitude of the contrast

transmittance b% o ,0,$). If separate instruments are used,

utmost care must be exercised to insure that they read the same

radiometric quantity in the same absolute units; this instrumental

equivalence is frequently difficult to achieve. A weakness in the

experiments described in this report is that quite different

photometric instrumentation was used in the measurement of

bNo(zt,9,0) and Nszt,, Q'0).



3. INSTRUMENTATION

Throughout the years 1955 to 1959 the Visibility Laboratory con-

ducted joint ground-based and airborne experiments in atmospheric

optics under a cooperative program between the Air Force Cambridge

Research Laboratories and the U. S. Navy's Bureau of Ships. An

instrumented B-29 Air Force aircraft performed the airborne experi-

ments and an instrumented Navy trailer van provided the ground station

facility, After the B-29 aircraft was decommissioned in 1959, occasional

experiments were conducted with the trailer van alone, and it was

available for use at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base during the summer

of 1962 when the data described by this report were obtained. With

the approval of the Bureau of Ships, the trailer was taken over the

road from San Diego to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base during May of

1962. From that time until the experiments covered by this report

began on 16 August 1962, the trailer was in position alongside the

Reconnaissance Laboratory targets at Wright Field. Rehearsals,

calibrations, and adjustments were carried out prior to the beginning

of the series of data flights on 16 August. Copies of three documen-

tary photographs showing the trailer in its position beside the

Reconnaissance Laboratory's targets were supplied by the Air Force for

inclusion in this report as Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The caption of 7Pi. 3

is in error: the control van is on the left and the geophysical van

(the Visibility Laboratory van) is on the right. In this photograph

and in Fig. 2, the sky-scanning telephotometer can be seen atop a
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pole located at the extreme left end of the platform on top of the van.

The solar transmissometer is supported by a tripod located on the

ground near the opposite end of the van. Other sensor equipments qan

be seen on the van-top platform, but they were not used in the experi-

ments described by this report.

The solar tranamissometer is also pictured and described in

Fig. 1 of the Appendix.

The Sky-Scanning Telephotometer

Figure 4 of this report depicts the sky-scanning telephotometer,

which can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3, on an elevated mounting atop a

short pole on the roof platform of the trailer. The telephotometer

consisted of a telescope constructed from half of a 7 x 50 binocular

to which an RCA 931A multiplier phototube and a filter-changing mecha-

nism has been attached at the eyepiece and a sunshade added to the

objective mounting. This assembly was carried by a motor-driven

trunnion and turret so constructed that it provided an automatic sweep

of the entire sky. In operation the telescope rotated automatically

about a horizontal axis from the horizon upward through the zenith and

over to the opposite horizon. In this position the turret automatically

rotated about a vertical axis through an azimuth angle of 100. There-

after the telescope rotated once more from its horizontal position

upward through the zenith and over to the opposite horizontal position.
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The turret then rotated through an additional 100 of azimuth and the

sweep was repeated. This action continued until the entire sky had

been mapped by a series of vertical sweeps from horizon-to-zenith-to-

horizon in 100 azimuth steps. An opaque circular aperture was placed

in the reticle plane of the eyepiece in order to limit the field of

view of the telephotometer. For the experiments described in this

report, a circular field of view 50 in total angular diameter was

used. The multiplier phototube was connected through a Sweet-type

circuit to a Brown recording potentiometer. The strip-chart record

from this photometer was read with a calibration rule obtained by

means of a special optical bench within the trailer along which a

steady-burning lamp was moved in such a manner that the photometric

linearity calibration was based upon the inverse square law. Because

of this calibration technique, the photometric linearity and

reproducibility of all of the photoelectric photometers was better

than + 1 percent.

The telephotometer required six minutes to map the entire sky.

The mapping procedure was started as the airplane approached the

target and was completed soon after the airplane had passed overhead.

During the subsequent reduction of the data, points were read from

the strip-chart record only for those paths of sight 91 ,$' for which

sky radiance values were needed for use in Eqs. (4) and (5).
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Spectral Sensitivity

Prior to the departure of the trailer from San Diego, the

Reconnaissance Laboratory supplied data on the spectral sensitivity

of the aerial camera carried by the airplane in order that the

Visibility Laboratory could filter its photoelectric photometers to

match the aerial camera. The photographic spectral sensitivity was

stated to represent Panatomic X aerial film used with a Wratten No. 58

green filter. Figure 5 is a comparison between the photographic

spectral sensitivity specified by the Reconnaissance Laboratory and the

measured spectral sensitivity of the photoelectric equipment used by

the Visibility Laboratory.

All of the sky radiance data obtained under Contract

AF 33(657)-7739 were obtained with a green filter and Visibility Labora-

tory 931A multiplier phototube No. 295. The green filter consisted of

six layers of Wratten gelatins as follows: 1 thickness of Wratten No.

61 filter; 2 thicknesses of Wratten No. 2B filter; 1 thickness

Wratten 2.0 neutral density filter; 1 thickness Wratten 0.5 neutral

density filter; 1 thickness Wratten 0.2 neutral density filter. See

Fig. 5 for the measured spectral sensitivity of this phototube-filter

combination.

Duplicate phototube-filter sets were used for the solar

transmissometer, and the spectral sensitivity depicted by Fig. 5 can

be considered as applicable to that instrument also.
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Background Radiance

The inherent radiance of the background terrain was not

measured directly. Instead, values of terrain reflectance and

target reflectances were obtained by Cornell University by means

of photographic photometry on the ground and from the aerial photo-

graphs produced by the Reconnaissance Laboratory airplane. These

reflectances were combined with ground irradiance data measured by

means of the Visibility Laboratory's photoelectric irradiance photom-

eter depicted by Fig, 6. This simple device consisted of a 931A

multiplier phototube covered by a filter wheel and surmounted by a

vertical tube at the top of which was a translucent, white, plastic

disk carefully prepared and tested for "cosine response" so that the

reading of the photometer was strictly proportional to the radiant

power per unit of area impinging on the flat, horizontal upward-

facing surface of the translucent disk, The spectral sensitivity of

the irradiance photometer was closely identical with that of the sky-

scanning telephotometer and the solar transmissometer.

Radiometric Calibration

All three of the photoelectric sensors were carefully calibrated

to read in the same absolute units. Incandescent radiometric standard

lamps derived from the National Bureau of Standards were used as the

basis for these calibrations. As in the case of the other instruments,

the irradiance photometer was connected by a Sweet-type circuit to a

Brown recording potentiometer. The readings of all three of the
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photoelectric photometers were recorded simultaneously on strip-chart

recorders inside the trailer, and these readings were coordinated by

radio with the passage of the aircraft over the target.

4- RESULTS

As provided by University of California Proposal No, UCSD 990

and subsequently by Air Force Contract AF 33(657)-7739, the goals of

the Visibility Laboratory experiments were values of beam transmit-

tance, path radiance, and contrast transmittance for vertical

target-to-space paths of sight. Tables and graphs beginning on

page 31 at the end of this report present these results.

Beam Transmittance and Path Radiance

In the tables which follow, the values of beam transmittance for

the target-to-space vertical path derived from solar transmissometer

data are given, and predicted values of path radiance for the same

target-to-space vertical path as derived by means of Eq. (4) from

beam transmittance and sky radiance data are listed for each of ten

flights at the particular times when the aircraft photographed the

targets. Preflight and postflight data of the same type are also

given. Despite the fact that all of the occasions covered by these

tables represent "clear" days, a considerable variation in beam

transmittance and path radiance are evidenced by the data obtained in

Tables I through XI and corresponding Figs. 7 through 17, which
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show the same information in graphical form.

Contrast Transmittance

Tables I through XI also give values of ground irradiance as

measured by the photoelectric irradiance meter depicted by Fig. 6.

These data, when combined with reflectance of the terrain or of any

background against which a target may be seen, can be used to calcu-

late the values of inherent background radiance which are required in

Eq. (5) in order to evaluate the contrast transmittance of downward

vertical paths of sight. 4ince a nearly limitless number of target

background luminances are possible, a nearly limitless number of

contrast transmittances can be calculated, in each case, however, the

contrast transmittance thus calculated applies to every target or

target complex which may appear against the selected background.

Frequently targets and confusion objects are located on terrain

having a reasonably uniform reflectance. In this case the background

for the target and the surround of the target-background complex are

the same. This special case is of unique and fundamental interest

because the path radiance is always partially dependent on the

inherent radiance of the terrain surrounding the target-background

complex; in fact, contrast transmittance referred to terrain reflect-

ance is sometimes called the contrast transmittance for the path of

sight because it is, generally speaking, that contrast datum of

greatest utility in connection with most target detection and
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recognition problems.

Tables I through Xl contain three columns of contrast transmit-

tance values corresponding with three backgrounds; namely, terrain

reflectance, the reflectance of the black target used by the

Reconnaissance Laboratozy, and the reflectance of the white target

used for the aerial photography. Although the three sets of numbers

are widily different, each is applicable to any target which could

appear against the specified background. All three values of contrast

transmittance would be altered if the terrain had a different

reflectance.

Perturbations Due to the Background

In the case of the contrast transmittances for the white and for

the black backgrounds, respectively, it is assumed that the white or

black background areas are so small that their presence imposes no

appreciable perturbation on the path radiance. A worthwhile extension

of the 1962 experimental program might be a study of background pertur-

bation on path radiance and contrast transmittance. Such a study should

evolve rules-of-thumb not presently available by means of which the

limiting background areas for a given terrain and background combination

could be estimated and an approximate path radiance correction indicated

for backgrounds greater in area than the perturbation-free limit.
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5. SPECIAL FORMS OF CONTRAST TRANSMITTANCE

The preceding discussion has been concerned with contrasts and

contrast transmittances of the universal type, i.e., those which apply

to any target. Experience from many fields and with a wide gamut of

practical detection and recognition problems showsthat this form of

contrast is of maximum utility and generality. In certain instances,

however, special forms of contrast, each having its own defining

relation and equations, have a real or an apparent advantage for some

particular problem. A considerable number of specially defined con-

trasts have been used in previous Visibility Laboratory papers, books,

and reports. Names such as absolute contrast, sequential contrast, edge

contrast, equilibrium contrast, time-averaged contrast, resolution con-

trast, chromatic contrast, equivalent achromatic contrast, and contrast

ratio are among those that have been used in special cases. Preliminary

results from aerial photographic experiments on the flight of

7 September 1962 have recently been received from Cornell Aeronautical

Laboratory expressed in a specialized form of contrast known here as bar

resolution contrast, ijCr(ZIQY,), defined in Visibility Laboratory

notation as

= =Z~I$ iNr( Z,@,•) - iNr(z,@, 0 ) - _ iCr(Z,@,) o(6)

N(zG,0) + N (z,9,0') i
iJ r~z • iNr(Z,@,A + jNr(Z,9,90

i rr

This is one of a family of specialized resolution contrast quantities

which include point resolution contrast ijCr(zQ 0,), and sine resolu-
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tion contrast ijCr(Z,@,O). These specialized forms of resolution

contrast are non-universal; that is to say, they apply to only one

target-background combination and cannot be used for any other

target that may appear against the specified background. The use

of such a highly restricted form of contrast is convenient,

obviously, only in some special circumstance. Bar resolution con-

trasts, for example, have been widely used by television engineers,

since bar resolution targets are commonly used and have special

significance with respect to the raster scan employed in television

systems. Also, the ratio of (peak-to-peak) AC-to-DC signal output is

a convenient electrical quantity for use in television circuit design.

Bar type resolution targets are also frequently employed in testing the

resolution of photographic lenses and, therefore, bar resolution con-

trasts are attractive data for use in certain types of photographic

testing when camera and film imposed limitations on the resolution of

bar type test objects are of interest.

Bar resolution contrast has a simple algebraic connection with

universal contrast for the same target and background combination;

thus,

ijC r(Z,)Ir) = C (z,$) = - JiCr(Z,',) . (7) 0
2 + ijiCrr (Z,,

Bar resolution contrast can also be calculated from universal

contrasts for each bar considered as a background. Thus,

iJ C Cr(Q') iiIi) Ii Cr(Z' ) - z,Q,0). (8)

ji r(Z,GO) - ijCr(ZQ',)
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Bar Resolution Contrast Reduction Factor

For bars of equal width the inherent radiance of the dark and light

bars are linearly averaged in deriving expressions for bar resolution

contrast reduction factor. When the bar widths in the test pattern are,

however, unequal a different formulation is desirable.

Bar resolution contrast reduction factor ij'r(zQY,) can be

calculated from universal contrast transmittances by means of the

simple relation

T(z,g,0) = i7,zp1O +1 r z,Q,) -2 T'kZ , Q,) 1  03z,,)2 - T-
j r

It will be clear from Eq. (9) that information is discarded in

the formation of bar resolution contrast reduction factor, for two

items of information are combined to yield one item. This loss of

information, inherent in many of the specialized forms of contrast,

sometimes appears as an advantage in connection with the particular

problem for which the specialized definition of contrast is adopted.

In some cases, however, the advantage is superficial r@.ther than

real, either because it masks physical phenomena in a manner which

tends to produce ambiguity in the interpretation of experimental

results, or because the specialized contrast reduction data cannot

be interpreted in terms of other types of test objects or actual

targets.

From a fundamental standpoint, it will be noted from Eq. (1),

or from the more basic radiative transfer equations from which it is
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derived (see Appendix), that two independent physical properties of the

atmosphere are always involved in an image transmission radiative

transfer process. They are the beam transmittance and the path radiance.

If these two properties of the path are known, then all forms of con-

trast, contrast transmittance, or contrast reduction factor can be calcu-

lated for any pair of objects having known inherent radiances. Thus,

any specialized definitions which yield a single number description

for the atmospheric path are an incomplete specification applicable

only to some special case. Bar resolution contrast, for example, is

restricted to a unique pair of objects. Whatever advantage results from

the use of bar resolution contrast reduction factor is bought at the

expense of a loss in fundamental information concerning the path of

sight and, therefore, in the applicability of the data to the imagery

of objects other than bar patterns at limiting resolution.

For the make of comparison with the data being generated by

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Tables I through XI include bar

resolution contrasts for equal-width black and white bars having the

reflectances of the white and black Reconnaissance Laboratory targets.

6. CdXPLUSIONS

The primary purpose of the Visibility Laboratory experiments

described in this report is that of testing the validity of the

proposed new method for predicting ground-to-space beam transmittance,

- 29 -



path radiance, and contrast transmittance from ground station measure-

ments by comparing these predicted values with their ground-to-aircraft

counterparts. An of the date of this report, only preliminary data from

the aerial photographs made on the morning flight of 7 September 1962

have been reduced by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. The bar

resolution contrast reduction factor for altitude 50,000 feet on the

occasion of this flight reported by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory

is 0.60. The corresponding bar resolution contrast transmittance in

the last column of Table IK is 0.80. Beam transmittance and path

radiance values for any of the flights have not yet been reported by

Cornell. Comparisons and conclusions cannot, therefore, be formed at

this time.

30 January 1963
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EARTH-TO-SPACE CONTRAST TRANSMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS

FROM GROUND STATIONS

Jacqueline I. Gordon, James L. Harris
and

I S. Q. Duntley

J INTRODUCTION

The ability of astronauts or satellite-borne cameras to see

land masses, coast lines, or lesser objects on the surface of the

earth depends upon the ap•rent contrast Cr of the object as viewed

from orbital altitude. This, in turn, is governed by the object's

inherent contrast C0, the inherent luminance bB of its background,

the ransm.Jance T of the atmosphere for image-forming light, and
r

the pahLgrJ~mnMn B0 (the sunlight and skylight scattered into the

path of sight). Knowledge of these properties of the target, its

background, the atmosphere and its lighting enable apparent

contrast to be calculated by means of Eq. (1). Thus,

B T

r 0 [B-o~r +*S bBoTr + WJ. (1)

The expression enclosed by brackets is the contrast transmittance

of the path of sight,

This report describes a method believed to be capable of

I providing input data for Eq. (1) on the basis of optical measure-

ments made from ground stations.

I
I
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THEORY

j Equation (1) is obtained by combining Eqs. (4) ard (7) on

pages 500 and 501, respectively, of the paper entitled "Image Trans-

mission by the Troposphere," a reprint of which is incorporated as an

appendix to this report in order to provide more complete definitions

of the symbols used and a discussion of the concepts which underlie

the equations.

All of the quantities in Eq. (1) depend upon the inclination

of the path of 'ight (f. .,, +e zenith angle) arid its az*Ith relative

to that of the sun. The notation explained in Appendix A provides

for this by means of bracketed modifiers following each symbol;

th.• Cr(5., 160, ! 0C iould ýo written to denote the apparent contrast

of an object at -laia+ range r as seen by an observer or camera

stationed at an altitude of 5 miles lookirg steeply downward along

a path of sight deprt.ssed 1O00 from the zenith in an azimuth 1800

from the sun, i.e., awny from the sun. The altitude of observers

above the atmosphere is denoted by the infinity sign co, since

opparent contrast, transmittance, and path radiance have a single

(limiting) value at any obser?'ver altitude above the atmosphere;

thus, from orbit apparent contrast is written C_(a, 160, 180)

for the same path of sight. In general, epperent contrast is

written C r (z,,), where z is the altitude of the camera or observer.

For a vertically downward view from orbit this becomes Cr (O, 180, 0).

The Appendix should be conpulted for further details concerninp

notation and definitions. Equation (1) may now be written in a more

1
I
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explicit manner. Thus,

B B(Ztoo T (2),Cr(a),@,O) = Co(zt,@, 0 ) 0 o TO,) (2)

LBo (z t,9,0) T OD,O) + B()Q

where zt denotes the altitude of the terrain feature or "visual

target."

The beam transmittance, T (aD,180), can be readily measured by

means of a solar transmissometer such as that illustrated by Fig. 1.

Path luminance, B*(an,Q,0), for downward paths of sight through the

atmosphere can be determined from specially instrumented aircraft,

but it cannot be measured directly from the ground. A primary

concern of this report is, therefore, the development of an indirect

method for obtaining the needed values of path luminance from ground-

based measurements and certain corollary data.

It will be clear in the next section of this report that the

key to the indirect method is an observed constancy in the directional

pattern of equilibrium luminance data Bq (z,,0) obtained during

flights conducted by the Visibility Laboratory in 1955-58 using a

specially instrumented B-29 aircraft supplied to the Laboratory by

the U. S. Air Force under Task 76222 of Air Force Project 7621 at

the Geophysics Research Directorate of the Air Force Cambridge

Research Laboratories. Development of the method to be described in

this report would not have been possible without the data obtained

in the course of these airborne optical experiments which were

conducted with Air Force funding under Contract iNbs-72092 with the

Bureau of Ships. Renewed experiments of the same type are planned

!
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for the near future in a C-130 aircraft now being instrumented for

use by the Laboratory for the same Air Force project. Data expected

to be obtained with the new aircraft should serve to test the observed

constancies over a wider range of conditions than have been measured

up to now, test the predictions of the new method, and ascertain

the gamut of atmospheric and lighting conditions to which it is

applicable.

Effective Eauilibrium Luminance

The concept of equilibrium luminance (or radiance) is explained

on page 502 of the Appendix. Briefly, for each segment of every

path of sight in any lighted atmosphere there is an ecuilibrium

luminance which will be transmitted unchanged because the loss

(attenuation of image-forming light) is exactly counterbalanced by

the gain due to the scattering of sunlight and skylight toward the

observer. Equilibrium luminance is a point function of position

and direction and in any real atmosphere it varies from point-to-

point throughout every path of sight. Data from the B-29 flights,

however, indicate that equilibrium luminance varies much less

rapidly along the path of sight than do other optical parameters.

For example, Fig. 5 on page 503 in Appendix A shows that, in this

instance, the equilibrium luminance associated with a nearly

horizontal path of sight was virtually independent of altitude

despite wide variations in scattering and attenuation. Constancy

of equilibrium luminance was commonly observed throughout the B-29

data. This suggests that, as an approximation, an e

I
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eguilibrium lu•.-nance for each path of eight can be defined as

follows:

Eauilibritm Luminance in an Optical Standard Atmosuhere. An

atmosphere having its composition identical at all altitudes except

for the number of particles per unit of volume has been called an

"optical standard atmosphere." Although certain consequences of

the laws of thermodynamics probably make the occurrence of a true

optical standard atmosphere impossible, it is instructive, nevertheless,

to consider it as a mathematical model. In an optical standard

atmosphere the equilibrium luminance B q(z,G,) is rigorously

independent of altitude and is connected with the path luminance and

the beam transmittance Tr(ZQ) by the relation

B*(z,9,0) = B (z,9,0 - Tr(Z') (3)

Effective Eauilibrium Lumingnce in a non-Standard Almosphere. In view

of the experimental finding that equilibrium luminance is virtually

independent of altitude under most clear weather conditions, let an

effective equilibrium luminance for any path of sight be defined by

an equation of the same form, that is to say,

B~z9,)= ,0 1 r(Ij (4)

In the special case of a path of sight through the entire

atmosphere from ground-to-space, Eq. (4) becomes

* E (,0) [1 - T cmQ)]. (5)Ir
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Effective equilibrium luminance has been calculated for many

paths of sight (both upward and downward), for most of the clear

weather research flights made by the B-29. Typical results are

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. It has been found that the magnitude of

the effective equilibrium luminance was, on each occasion, of

closely the same magnitude for every path of sight having the same

angle from the sun. It will be noted that this statement is

true despite the fact that the shape of the function depicted by

the points in Fig. 2 is quite different from the shape of the function

depicted by the points in Fig. 3. This observation is at the heart

of the proposed method for obtaining earth-to-space contrast

transmittance from ground-station measurements, for it is often

possible to find upward paths of sight (9',0') having the same

angle from the sun as the nearly vertical paths of sight involved

in observation from satellites. Effective equilibrium luminance

for the upward paths of sight can be obtained from an equation of

the same form as Eq. (4) because such a path initiates only in the

blackness of interstellar space so that the observed luminance of the

sky is the path radiance B (0,9,0). Thus, for the appropriate

upward-looking paths of sight,

If Eq. (5) is divided by Eq. (6) and the resulting expression

I
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solved for the path radiance B94,Q,$), there results

%(000 1 --- 001

The equality of the equilibrium luminance for paths of sight having

identical angles from the sun, depicted by Figs. 2 and 3, can be

expressed by the relation

= q (8)

To the extent to which Eq. (8) is true, Eq. (7) can be written

B* 0) •)= B•OQ',"') rll T~T•O,0]) . (9)

Equation (9) enables the path radiance for downward-looking paths of

sight from orbital altitude to be predicted from ground-station

measurements.

Study of the Approximation. In order to evaluate the probable magnitude

of the approximation represented by Eq. (8), effective equilibrium

luminance was computed for appropriate pairs of paths from sea level

II to space based upon extrapolations of B-29 flight data. The right-

hand member of Eq. (8) did not depart from unity by more than ± 10

1 percent in the case of any of these calculations, and in most cases

I
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the departure was less than _ 3 percent, that is to say, it was

I within the precision of the experimental data.

I
VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS

I Construction of an automatic data-logging equipment based upon

Eq. (9) for accumulating beam transmittance and path radiance data

for vertically downward paths of sight at the Visibility Laboratory

is nearing completion. Meanwhile, endeavors have been made to conduct

field experiments designed to test the proposed method. Three such

validation experiments were planned. The first two resulted in no

data and the third, under an Air Force contract, appears to have

been successful although the final results are not yet available as

of the date of this report.

First Experimnt. The first validation experiment was cancelled by

the Navy due to unfavorable weather. It was to have involved the

last of the ONR STRATOLAB high altitude balloon flights. A manned

balloon was to have been launched from an aircraft carrier off the

coast of California in such a manner as to cause the balloon during

its highest altitude float to pass approximately over San Clemente

Island off the California coast. Arrangements were made for the

balloon to carry a specially calibrated photometric camera with

which the ocean near San Clemente Island was to have been photographed.

i Simultaneous low altitude photometric photographs from a low flying

1 aircraft were planned for the ocean near San Clemente, and a system

of photometers for measuring sky luminance and solar transmittance,

as well as other optical parameters for atmospheric documentation

Iwl te o
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purposes, were to have been made from a ground station on the north

j tip of San Clemente Island. The balloon flight was delayed because of

weather until a change in seasons caused an alteration in the circula-

* tion of the upper atmosphere which made the proposed balloon flight

impracticable on the West Coast. The STRATOLAB operation was

subsequently transferred to the Gulf of Mexico, where it was flown

at a time when the Visibility Laboratory was unable to respond to the

invitation of ONR to carry out the desired experiment.

Second E-xeriment. A second validation attempt was conducted in

connection with the last of the HUGO rockets fired on the Pacific

Missile Range from Pt. Mugu, California. This rocket carried a

photometric camera calibrated by the Visibility Laboratory with the

expectation that it would photograph the ocean in the vicinity of the

Channel Islands from a near-orbital altitude. The remainder of the

experiment was essentially identical with that originally planned for

the STRATOLAB balloon flight. In this instance the experiment was

carried out as planned but, unfortunately, the flotation and recovery

equipment associated with the instrument package of the rocket failed

to function so that the camera carried by the rocket was not recovered.

Since this was the last firing of rockets of this class, the experiment

could not be repeated.

Third Experiment. An opportunity to conduct a much more extensive

series of validation experiments was offered by the Reconnaissance

Laboratory of the Aeronautical Systems Division of the U.S. Air Force

during the summer of 1962. Under a Reconnaissance Laboratory project,

an Air Force photographic airplane routinely photographed a group of

I
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J black, grey, and white panels on the ground at Wright-Patterson Air

Force Base, Ohio, throughout 1962. Photoelectric and photographic

monitoring of the panels at ground level was provided during these

flights so that contrast transmittance from ground to air could be

obtained from the aerial photographs. Upon the request of the Air

Force, the Bureau of Ships permitted the Visibility Laboratory's

instrumented trailer van to be moved to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

where it was placed alongside the target panels so that solar trans-

mittance and sky radiance could be measured using equipment in the

trailer van during the Reconnaissance Laboratory flights.

Coordinated air and ground measurements were made by the Air

Force and by the Visibility Laboratory during the period 22 August 1962

through 12 September 1.962 on clear days potentially suitable for

satellite observation of terrain features. Despite the fact that all

of the days were "clear," a wide range of haze-cover conditions was

encountered during the ten flights. Since these experiments were made

under an Air Force contract, the results will appear in an Air Force

report which is expected to issue during March 1963.

I
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FIGURE CAPTIONSI
Fig. 1. Solar tranhmissometer for measuring total transmittance of

f the path of sight from sun-to-ground; the total transmittance of

paths of sight having other zenith angles can be obtained by means

I of air-mass correction. The transmissometer is e dual telephotometer

I for the simultaneous measurement of the luminance (or radiance) of

(1) the sun and (2) the sky adjacent to the sun. A pinhole at the

J upper end of the telephotometer tube is used to form an image of

the sun on an opaque aperture plate 50 cm from the pinhole and near

the lower end of the telephotometer tube. The aperture plate is

pierced by two pinholes separated sufficiently to produce two fields

of view having their centers separated by approximately 20 minutes

of arc. The dual piaiholes have identical diameters such that the

two fields of view are ench about 3 minutes of arc in diameter.

The photometer is aimed in such a manner that an image of the sun

is centered on one of the pinholes. Light from the sky about

5 minutes of arc from the limb of the sun then falls upon the

second pinhole. Light from the first pinhole is conducted by means

of a right-angle prism to a multiplier phototube, while light from

the second pinhole is similarly delivered to the cathode of a

second multiplier phototube. Filter wheels are provided in each

of these channels, and these wheels have a remote-controlled

mechanism for changing filters. Neutral filters are added as

necessary in each channel in order to keep the photometric readings

on scale. Each phototube is connected by a Sweet-type logarithmic

circuit to a dual pen Brown recording potentiometer. The apparent

I
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luminance of the sky is subtracted from the apparent luminance of

I the sun whenever it becomes sufficiently great to affect the

i latter reading; this seldom occurs under clear-weather conditions.

A bore-sighted aiming telescope equipped with neutral filters

provides an easy means for centering the solar image on the

appropriate pinhole. The assembly is supported by a heavy metal

I tripod which forms an equatorial mounting of the usual astronomical

type. Tracking the sun is accomplished by means of a hand-operated

tangent screw, which is not visible in the photograph.

I
Fig. 2. Effective equilibrium luminance for many upward-looking

I paths of sight initiating at an altitude of 20,000 feet and

terminating at an altitude of 1,000 feet. Each point plotted in

Fig. 2 represents the effective equilibrium luminance of a

different path of sight; all azimuths and zenith angles from 0 to

1 850 are represented. The data are from B-29 Flight 112, which

took place on 16 May 1957 near Eglin Air Force Base, Florida.

j The beam transmittance for the vertical path of sight between

altitudes 20,000 feet and 1,000 feet was 0.897. The solar

* zenith angle was 250. These data illustrate that effective

j equilibrium luminance depends on angle from the sun but not

appreciably upon zenith angle 9 or azimuth angle 0.
I
I
!
!



SIO Ref. 63-2 -13-Fig. 3. Effective equilibrium luminance for many upward-looking

j (circles) and downward-looking (crosses) paths of sight between sea

level and 20,000 feet from data obtained using the B-29 aircraft

Sand the Visibility Laboratory's trailer van during Flight 74 on

28 February 1956 near Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. Each point

plotted in Fig. 3 represents the effective equilibrium luminance of

f a different path of sight; all azimuths and zenith angles from

0 to 600 and from 1200 to 1800 are represented. The beam transmittance

I for the vertical path of sight between these altitudes was 0.641.

The solar zenith angle was 400 As in the case of Fig. 2, these

I data illustrate that effective equilibrium luminance depends on

I angle from the sun but not appreciably upon 0 or 0. This is true

for both upward end downward paths of sight. The change in

j effective equilibrium luminance with angle from the sun is substantially

less on the occasion represented by Fig. 3 than that depicted by

I Fig. 2. Both Figs. 2 and 3 suggest that effective equilibrium

I luminance changes very little with angle from the sun when the angle

is large.
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